
Seafood and Race Dreams for Devils Lake MX in New Brunswick. 

 

Savage hits some pond scum in MX2. Swanson soldiers to career best in MX1. 

Tuesday Aug 4, 2015 – The Devils Lake MX team headed to Riverglade MX with a big boost of confidence 

after a stellar RD7 at Deschambault one week prior. “The whole team was coming off a huge high from 

Quebec,” stated Team Manager Trevor Cerny. “It was up to the boys to keep the ball rolling with the 

new confidence under the tent. Heading east is always nice because of the amazing fans and beautiful 

scenery. The Riverglade track was tough, but both Savage and Swanson showed their worth once again. 

Poor Blake was in line for another podium until he went for a swim. It’s funny now looking back and will 

be with the team for a laughing memory, but when a podium is in your grasp it sucks to have it splashed 

away. Swanson was unreal this weekend. The kid is flying and making us look like the smartest team out 

there by adding him under our tent. Moto one he rode like a champion showing the heart of a lion 

coming from way back to 8
th

. He matched that again giving him a 7
th

 overall for the day. Devils Lake MX 

couldn’t be prouder of Kyle to getting his best MX1 finish to date.”  

 



“I am so stoked right with my riding and Devils Lake MX,” voiced a very happy Kyle Swanson. “The way 

things are going I wish I made the move to MX1 earlier, but you just never know when you make a 

decsion like I did when we came east. Now with the support of DLMX the pieces are all in order and it’s 

now just up to me to ride like I know how. The track this weekend was tough, and my starts were not 

great, but I just found another gear late in the motos that gave me th best finish so far this year.With the 

team, the support, andmy confidence right now, I know it’s only up from here for the last 4 motos. I got 

nothing to lose and so much to gain, so why not just pin it for myslef and Devils Lake.” 

 

“It's funny to look at this now”, shared a laughing Blake Savage. “But at the time I'm sitting in this pond 

beyond pissed at myself. I had just threw away a podium moto and maybe overall. It took me almost 2 

mins to get out with the help of a few people. Having the speed to hit the box week in and week out 

makes me know what I’m doing is right, but I need to limit mistakes like this, even if it makes for a funny 

moto memory. Another huge shout out to the Devils Lake MX for the hard work all weekend long. Four 

motos left and two chances to hit the box. Let’s do this!!” 

The way the year is ending is the way Devils Lake MX pictured 2015. We work hard, and we give our 

racers the best possibility to chase their dreams so our reality becomes easy. Big thanks to Blake Savage 

and Kyle Swanson for wearing their hearts on their sleeves each weekend. Also thanks to all the 

wonderful people below who continue to support our passion: 

Sponsors: Yamaha Motor Canada, Riverside Motosports, Motovancorp, Ride Dunlop, Ride Industries 

Graphics, Dubach Racing, VP Fuels, Proven Moto, Motoseat, Pro Action Canada, JT Sprockets, JT Chains, 



Hiflofiltro Maxima USA, Works Connection, Ansrmx, Renthal Moto, Motion Pro, Hinson Clutch 

Components, Artwear, Recycle Motorcycles, Dubya, and Stealth Graphics. 

 

Special thanks to Lydell Group, Terra Pro Matting, Stetson GM, Manluk Industries, Heavy Metal 

Equipment, BoonTech industries and Perry Godschalx for allowing Devils Lake MX to stay between 

rounds on the east..  

 

Pit crew: Trevor Cerny Owner, Cal Nowicki manager/mechanic, Jeff Holt (Jeffy Mac) driver/mechanic, 

and Candace Cerny meal planner. Photos by Darren Eremko 

 

 

 

 

 


